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The purpose of

on student achievement

tion, and (2) student

this study was to -compare the effects

of: (1) self paced, programed instruc-

oice betWeen self-paced, programed

instruction and gr p instruction over the same content.

One sec on of students in music fundamentals part-

cipated in self - paced,, programed, instructor-tutorial

learning strategy. Another section of music fundamentals

studen' were individually provided with a choice between

self paced, programed instruction and conventional group

truction.

Achievement, measurement was criterion-referenced.

The achievement Scores 'of the two groups were analyzed with

Chi Square. A significant difference in achievement was

found,:favoring the group Which chose between two learnir%

strategies.

It wasconcluded that, for courses,,in'music theory,

classes which provlde each student with a choice b ween

self-paced, programed instruction/ and group instruct on
4

Will lead to higher levels of achievement than will clashes

which are limite4 to self-paced,Eprogramed instruction:

One recommendation was made for classroom practice:

s

ithat courses n music fundamentals provide students with

alternative learning strategies, with both self-paced and

group learning situations available.

3
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Three specific kinds of research were recommended:

1. Research which replicates this study, ,in music

fundamentals.

t2. Research which replicates this study, but con-
,

ducted in other academic areas.

`3. Research which attempts to identify the propor-

tionate contributions which self-paced, programed instruction

and group instruction make to the achievement_of students in

music fundamentals in a completely free Choice situation.

S

)

NJ.
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CHAPTER I
1

,STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY

El Paso Community College 'accepts broad responsibi-

lity for thp provision of;post-secondary education to the ,

citizens of El Paso, Texas. 'he mission of the College, as

summarized in its most recent catalogue, is to provide the

opportunity for higher education to all citizens who can

profit from tit% experience. and to aid those who grow and

mature 'during ark age ,of rapid social change to become fully

participating members of society.
ti

The College has adopted an open'door policy for admis-

sions. It' admits any person who has attained a high school

diploilig or its equivalent, or, who is at least eighteen and
I

whose high school'class has graduated.

Th-e'ePen door policy, as described above, and to

Which the College adheres, results in a student body which

varies greatly in background and 'in developed capability to

leaim. In order to serve the diversified needs of the indi- .

vidual, The El Paso Community College Board of Trustees and

the administrative staff have attempted to, provide institu-

tional direction by identifying the systematizing,and indi-

vidualizing of instruction as one of its basic thruq's.

Establishment of policies which atteut to institu-,
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tionalize the individualization of instructioR is relatively

simple; the translation of policies into the standard prac-
.

tices of teadhers 'islch more difficult. Traditionally'

oriented teachers tend to resist institutional 'effor)-,s to

modify their instructional methods. The resistance will be

strong when the recommended new methods require the exten-

time and effort which are required for conversion from

traditional patterns of, instruction to.individualized
. i f,

(

0. instruction. Attempts to effect the changes in the abtudactual,'

instructional patterns in an institution would have increased

chances for success if 'examples of their effectiveness, 'in

the form: of operating modelswithin Vie ,institution, or in

the form of reports of researd4, w e available. This prac-
.t:s.

ticum is designed as an initial(ktep in that direction.

The term "individualizethinstruction" is being-used

extensively today. The practice of individualized instruc-
t

tion is widely recommended, particularly for educational

institutions which have student .bodies as diverse in back-

ground and in developed capability to learn as that of the
9

typical community college. As the term is typically,used-,

-.ft either-means'self-piced learning, or.the specific meaning'
/

is not clearly defined. Efforts to institutionalize indivi7
/

4

a
dualizedrinstruction, and efforts to conduct research about

it, will be hampered byfboth the unduly rdstricted meaning

and the lack 'oP,plarityl of meaning..
I 'f

This investiga*or,has developed, from readings in

sinstructional*methodcabgy, .a structure for individualized
s

4.
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instruction which 'in,clUdes our specific aspects: (1) self-
*

pacing, (2) student voice in goals,-(3). diagnosis and fleX-

dble entry,..and (4.) student choice of alternative instruc-
,

,tional strategies. An extensive study of the effects o'f
,

these four aspects of individualited instruction, singly. .

and in various combinations, on the achievement of students

would be desirable, but would be beyond the reasonable

expectdtions for a module practicum. For. the 'immediate pur-

----poses of this practicum, the investigator has.selectedtwo

of .these aspects for study.

THE PROBLEM.

Statement of the Problem
I

4

The purpose of this study,:ras to compare the effects

of two aspects of individualized instruction on student

achievement in a course in music'fundamentals. The specific

aspects'of individualized instruction to be investigatedare:

(1) self-pacing, using prOgramed materials, and (2) student

choice between alternative instructional strategies. The

e

alternative strategies available for student choice were the

same programed self-paced strategy and a group instrubtional

situation.

Imiportance of" the Study

The results and conclusions, of this study will\have

direct application to caurses In music leory. There will

be application to a lesser degree in subject matter areas



similar in cognitile level sndstructure. The subject

matter of music fundamentals is such that convergent mental

14,

skills are of greater importance than divergent skills.

The findings from this study might applyrin4other disci-

which 'similarly require converpnce.

El Paso Community College president Alfredo G. del-,

los Santos has given top pr,iority to the individualization
I

of instruction. He Ilas eXpessed the urgent need for imple-

menting this system of l!earning in,Qrder to'furthet endea-

vors tolkardreaching the goals Of the institution.,

In order to adhere to these desires`, the ,investiga-

tor 1as made an effort to implement this type of instruction
,

and furthermore' hopes to add to.the available research by ,'

/omparing two speCific dspcts of ihdiVidualized instruction

in terms of their effects on the achievement, of students.

Summary

Chapter I has presented the problem and'discussed

its significance. Chapter II will present a review of the

,related literature. Chapter III Will describe the methods

of procedure used in the study. Chapter IV wi I present the

data produced. Chapter V will summarize the study and pre-

sent conclusions and recommendations.

V.

I

SS.
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CHAPTER

REVIEW-OF THE LITERATURE,

This study is an attempt to compare two facets of

individualized instruction on the achievement of students

( in a Course in Music Fun amentals at El Paso Community

College. The review of the iterature will Survey14,(1) the

degree of advocacy of individualised instruction at the

college.level, (2) the status of research-in instructiona'

methods, and (3) the research' with regard to the effective-

ness Of programed instruction in music theory courses.

ADVOCACY OF IN9IVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTIdN.

The literature in-curricula and'inStruction includes

many references concerning the need for individualized in=

str:uction. This is particularly prevalent in the. area of

community college instruction. Only a small'sample of these

references will be cited here.

Harrscher.aptly describes the need fdr,innovations,..

('-
.

in college level instruction;

The national commitment to equality of higher educa- .

tional opportunity and to accountability for student.

learning has created many complex problems, at the center

of which is the need for significant modifications in; .

traditional methods of,21,1e&-level instruction%

Sweeping changes in, instructional methodology are neces-

saryto accomodate Ttot only the edu9ationAl aspirations,

but the fundamental and IdrvasiVe learning problems of

large and.grovarig.segments of ,c5allege popblations which

are obviously not Composed of traditional college-level

'student's, Zi.e., low-achieving, minority groups, socio-w

10 t
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economically deprived, culturally disadvantaged, handi-
capped) for Oom.i't should have the, greatest meaning.

To date, eqVal'opportunity in higher-education has been

.more a slogan than a fact, for as many .as-75 percerit of
low-achieving stuiente withdraw in the first year.'

Gronlund, beginning with the same rationale, presents

the case for individualized instruction:

The wide range of indiidual differences among stu9ents'
makes it unli'kely that group instruction alone, with on
without ability gr*Ding, can meet the varied ,needs of

the students, Some ype of adaptation in the instruc-
tional program is needed so that more individualized
learning experiences can be provided. This is essen-L

tiallx what is meant by individualizitg classroom instruc-

tion.'.

Johnson is in close agreement with both diei-rscher

and Gronlund about the need for innovation which includes

individualization, and tinds_consider6.able'evidencethat inno7

\ration is taking place. He decries, however, an apparently

uncritical attitude toward innovation:,

There is a paupity,0 evidence regarding the success

o/ new developments in junior colIege.teaching.. EvaluL
ation of instruction is largely a missing entity in the
junior colleges of qur nation, as it is indeed in post of.

'7 American ,educatiOn.
a

The potential outcome of innovation which includes

individualization, and wh4ch accepts responsibillty for

1'Barton R. Herrscher, Implementing Individualized
Instruction, ,(Houston, Texas: ArChem Company Publishers, 1971),

)- p. 1.
,1

,,

2Norman E: Gronlund, Individualizing Classroom
.

Instruction, (New York: Macmillan Publishing Co.,.Inc., 1974),

pp. 1,2.

3B. Lamar Johnson,' "Toward Change and Improvement in
Junior College Inslrilction" in B. Lamar Johnson; ed., "The

V Improvement of Junior College Instruction,' (Los Angeles: The

University Of California at Los Angeles, 1970), p. 95.

11
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evaluation and 'improvement, his been4ucdinctly stated, by

Bloom: .

We are convinced that the grade of A.as an index of
mastery of a subject can, under appropriate'condition,
be act4evedrby up to 95 percent of t)-e student in a

,

class'.

El Paso Community College has expressed its,

ment to the concept. and 'Co the processes of-individualiza-

tiont
, J

In order to promote'the institution's phi3ipsophy and
goal's, thk-EPOC'Board of Trustees and AdministTa-0.
staff hav attempted t ptLovide further institut a

( direction by approving the following four basip thrusts:
..,

1. le systenatizingand indiviclualizing of instructior).
.. , .,..' ,

, The charge,has thus been given to those who are

involved in instructionin higher, edUcation to
411

concentrate
: . .

on the needs and learning characteristicbdof individual
1 . _

. .

learners, and to develop instructional programs which pi-ovide
P

for those individual needs arid oharacferistics,

The nextsection wi:1-1 review literature iaining to-

the status'of research in the methods af instruction.

- STATUS OF METHODS RESEARCik
.e

current study is, in a sense, in tile category

t
of research in instructional methods? A brief but represen-

tative review of the status.of research, in Instructional
.

methods will prepare lor'thelbre specific review which

'Benjamin S,. Bloom, "Learning for Mastery", Evalua-'
tion Commeht 1:2 (May, 1968), p. 4

5.E1 Paso Community College,, Faculty Orientation
Handbook, (El Pado, Texas, 1974), p. 3

J

l
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Gage summarizes the history of research on teaching

effectiveness, including comparative studies of instruc-

tional methods:
I

Research on tea ching has been going on for almost as
long as research on learning. Some studits were made'in
the 1910's and 1920:s, and quite a few were made during
the 1930s. By the early 1950's, substantial reviews and
bibliographies: of res9arph on teaching began to appear.
And duringthe.past decade, the flow of research on teach-
ing has indeed become significant. But the early years-
did not pay-off in solid, replicable, meaningful results
that had considerable theoretical, or .practical value.
Positive and significant results' were seldom forthcOming,
and they survived replication even leSs often. The
research yielded-many findings that did not take'sense,

that did-not hang together dn any meaningful way.°
. .

Lum nine shares the view of Gage about the mean-

ingfulness of research on methods, and adds his hypothesis:

The CO'ncluSion may be a discOuraging one, btrilh'e

.rnnst important variable in the effeCtiveness of- instruc-
tion all too often seems .to be.simply the amount of time
which is spent in instruc=tion..., Too often the. procedures
vihiohare shownxtb be better just happen to be also- the
procedures that take more time.;-.7

The history of,reSe arch on methods is, as described

by Gage and Lumsdaine, 'one .of repeated "no significant dif-

ference", or of results which can be ascribed tq:some

s.
'Nathaniel L, Gage, "An Analytical Approach to

_
Research'on Instructionarllethods", in Herbert J. Klaus-
,meier and. George T. O'Hearn, Research and.DevOqbpment Toward
the Improvement of Education, (Madison,'Ilisconsin: Dembar
Educational Re4pearch Services, Inc., 1968),,p. 120.

7Arthur A. Lumsdaine, "Instructional Research:Some
Aspects of, its Status", in Herbert J. Klausmeier and George
T,,O'Hearn, Research and Development Toward the Improvement
of Education, (Madison,,Wisdonsint Dembar Educational Research
Services, Inc., 1968), p.

1.3
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variable not includad.in -the,study,. such as time.
-,...

'The studies which haYe compared, programed instruc-
.

q a

tion with so-called, traditional instruction-appear to have

- ,

produced no more cle'ar evidence than hayseother methods

studies. In the 1960 Encyclopedia of Educational Research'

Stolurow reports th t the most common finding is again no

significant difference when rwogramed

pared with traditional. pHe goes on to say that programed

instruction has demonstrated.its effectiveness, and states

-that the major problem which remains is the identification

of the most effective ways to employ programed instruction

The next section will deal with research in instruc-

tion in music theory,' pitrticurariy that in the area of pro-

gramed instruction.

RESEARCH IN PROGRAMED INSTRUCTION

IN MUSIC THEORY

The generalizations drawn by Stolurow.about the .

effectiveneds2of programed
instruction are borne out by a re-

.

view of methods research in insti-uctian in music theory.

Kanable
9- and' Michalski

10 reported no significant difference.

8Lawrence M. Stolurow, "Programed Instruction" in

Encyclopedia of Educational Research, 1969, p. 1020.

,1 0Betty Kanable, "'An Experimental Study Comparing.

1.?rograthed Instruction with Classroom Teaching of Sightsing-'

iPe---+=and-Sti-fliey F. Michalski, Jr., "Development and Evalu-,

ation of .a- Visual - Aural Program in Conceptua; Understanding

of the Basic Elements of Music", Journal of Research in .

Music,Education, XVII: 2 (Summer, 1960),. p. 2'24, and XIX: 1

T-51:3:4 1971.), pp. 96-97.

14
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in achievement between programed_instruction and

instruction in Sightsinging-and in babia elements

10
traditional'

of music. ,

Carlsen11 , Aahforic02,_Eink13, and Ihrke0; repai-,-eed programed

instruction to be,significantly more effective than tradi-
r

tiOnal group instruction in'achievement in various topics

of music theory. .

The effectiveness of progfaMed .instruction, for music
-

theory Courses appears to be well established; since either

. .--

a report..of-T[0 signifidantdifference or a significant dif-:
, - 4

,
.?erence which favors programed instruction implies effective-

.
,

Some researchers have made recommendations about ways

of using programed instruction as part of the instructional

pattern in music theory; two of these have been selected for

mention here. Ashford says:

-'The conclusions of this study have also-seemed to
imply that the combination of programed instruction and
teacher-classroom. methods may be implemental in solving

.

11
James C. Carlsen, "Programed Learning in Melodic

Dictation", Journal of Research in Music Education, XII:2
(Summer; 196477T.147

12-T
heodore H. A. Ashford, "The Uses Of Programed

Instruction to Teach Fundamental Concepts in Music Theory",
Journalof Research in Music Education, 4IV: ,3 (Fall, 1966),
PP. 175-7'6.

13Robert,R. Fink, "Programed Part Writing", Journal"
of Research in Music Education, XV: 2 (Summer, 1967), p. 164.

Walter-R._irlirkeo "AutOmated Music Training: Final
Report on Phase One", Journal of Research in Music Education,
xiX: 4 (Wiliter-;-1-9-7-1)=,---pp,

O

15
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the Problems of teaching
.

Carlsen, recommends:
N.

In practical application, there is much to indicate:

that programed instruction's greateSt,efficienay will

be found,:only when it.is.n restiiicted to being they

,sole educational source,...
f /

Thus two researohers
*

who haire aiindi programed

anstrUC=tion to be effective in music theory redammend that

in practical classroom applications prograMed instruction

be aOn3bined with other approaches, including groupanstruc-
J

tion4 No research studies have been found._which bear: on

such dbmbinations, either as staident-sholce--or-with both

programed-instruction and the_other alternative required.
,

:the currentay 'will-attempt to make a begirining in such

research..

This chapter has reviewed the literature pertinent

to the_ problem und,-ntestigation-. 'Chapter III will
,

.

describe the procedures -to, be follal4ied :in° the study.

15Theodore H. A. Ashford, op. cit. p. 177.

6James C. Carlsen, hoc. cit.
,

1
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CHAPTER III

METHODS OF PROCEDURE

The purpose of this chapter is to destibe the pro-

cedures followed 411-the study, including: (7) the groups of

students included, (?)- the Instructional, strategies of the

tWO instructional treatments, (3) the techniques used for
_ .

measuring achievement, and (4Y the statistical procedures

used in the analysis of the data.

STUDENT GROUPS

This study involved twp sections of Music 3111, The

Fundamentals of Music, taught at El Paso Community College.

One section of the course was taught during the fall semes-

ter, 1974; .the other was taught during the spring of 1975.

The students in these tw6"sections were all those who

enrolled in the course during normal registration procedures,

and who appeared for the first day's instruction. No pre-

instructional measures were administered, and no selection

procedures were'used. It is assumed that.the groups which

were 'thus formed may be consideredvto be a random sample of

prospective students in Music Fundamentals.

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

The-instructional strategies, used during the two

semesters were both variations of individualized instruction.

17
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During the fall semester, 1974,, a programed text, was used.

Students had purchased the text; and were advised :that they

could work on it both in class and outside of class. The

instructor was available at schOuled Class'sessions for

individual tutoring. Th4-initiative for the :tutoring ses-

sions could be either from the student as he or she per-

ceived the need, or from the instructor as individual needs

'were identified from monitoring the individual student

records. There was no group instruction except as some
1 I t

tutoring sessions involved as many as four.or five students

with the instructor working on; the same problem. Students

were encouraged to call the instructor in the evenings for

assistance With specific concepts; some availed themselveS

of the opportunity.

During the spring semester, 1975, the programed text

was continued in use, .again with tutorial assistance avail-

able,' A series of group instructional sessions, covering

the same content as the programed text, was available as an

instructiona alternative to the program. Any student could

make free choice of either of the two instructional alterna-

br make full use of both, During the spring semes-

ter, then, a student could select /earning experiences to

fit his own learning style.

TECHNIQUES S-FOR MEASURING PZHIEVEMENT

As outlined in the preceding section, two groups of

students were included in the study; the fall semester

18
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students used individ alined self-paced instruction, and the

spring semester students used self-paced instruction as one

alternative, with group instruction available as the other

alternative.

The programed textbook which was used was divided

into seven instructional units. Seven criterion-referenced

tests were developed, one for each unit. The criterion of

93 percent was establighed as the measure of success for

each test% By referring to a prepared self-evaluation test,

each student determined for himself when he was sufficiently

prepared on'a given unit to take the unit test. If his

score on the test met the-criterion, he moved on to the next
P

unit; if the score did not meet the criterion, he was recycled

on the unit. Copies of the unit criterion tests are shown

in the Appendix.

The 'evaluation of the achievement of a student for

the course was based on the number of units which had been

completed to .criterion levels, that is:

Grade of A: Criterion performance in all seven unit-s

Grade of B: Criterion performance in six units

F

Grade of C: Criterion perfoimance in five units

Grade of D: Criterion performance in our units

Grade of F: Failure-to demonstrate criterion perfor7
mance in at least four units.

Completion of Unit VII to criterion prior tb the scheduled

A

end of thy semester, marked the end of the course for that

student. 'ICA student who had not completed all seven units by

19.
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the end of the semester was informed of the grade earned as

of that time, and given the option of accepting that grade

or of continuing into the following semester to work toward

comple'tion.

The measurement of achievement for the ,purpose of

comparison in a self-paced, open schedule course requires

that a time be established at which the measurement is to be

taken. For the purpose'of this study, the time set for the

measurement of achievement was the end of the semester in

which the course was scheduled. The achievement score for

/each student was determined by the number of units which he

had completed to criterion at thatkoime.

PROCEDURES FOR STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

The use of criterion-refereird tests, and the

classification of each student as either successful or not

successful on each unit test according to whether he reaches

a stated criterion, places each student into one of two cate-

gories for each unit test. The further classification of

students according to the number of units successfully com-

pleted divides the students into several classes, or cate-

gories. The reporting of achievement in terms of frequen-
.

cies within categories leads to the useof a statistical

procedure such as Chi SqualLfor the analysis of the data.
";

This study used methods oll,computation of Chi Square as

recommended by Spence

20
k
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a,This chapter1,h( as 4escribed the procedures-to be

,followed in the study. Chapter IV will present the data
d

obtained:

1 Janet T. Spence, et al, Elementary Statistics, (New
York: Appleton-Century-CroT-4, 1968),", pp. 195-204'.

21
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CHAPTER IV

PRESENTATION OF THE DADA

m
This study was designed to investigate whither two

different strategies of-individualized instruction would

. .
result in differential effects on the achievement of the two

groups of students inVolyed. During the fall semester, 1974;.
, , , ..

one section of students in u ic fundamentals participated

dn,a3T1f-paced, programed, instructor- tutorial learning,
- \

strategy. During the spring semester, 19
\

75, one Section
(
Of.

music fundamentals,students were individually,provided with

two alternatiVe learning strategies frOm which each was to

choose. One choice was'identioal o t all strategy; the

%

other was a series of group instruction ons which

covered the same content. Aqpievement measurement for both

groups was criterion-referenced, with the same bests used.

The criterion performance le\rel of 93 percent wag set for

each of the'seven units included in th,course, and the final

course grade for each student determined by the number of

units-completed successfully. For the purpose of thi% study,

a the achievement measurement was +aken at the endof the

scheduled semester, although, -because o,the nature of indi-

vidualized*instructions the individual had the right- to

continue study beyond that time. I-

ti

Table I:

The achievement scores of the two groups appear in

.22



, TABLE I
a

NUMBERS OF STUDENTS 181H(Z. COMPLETED
SPECIFIED NUMBERS OF UNITS

Units
CoMigeted

Fall Semester
Number-of Students

Spring Semester
, liumber of Students

7 12 19

6 2 .0

2 1

4 3 3

3 7 3

or fewer

The datp. in Table I shows an apparent superiority

in achievement for students in the spring semester: 'Nine-

teen o± twenty-six spring semester students completed all

seven units during the scheduled semester, as 'compared with

twelve of twenty-six fall semester students. Three spring

semester students failed to complete the four units neces-

sary for a passing grade as compared with seven fall semester

/students.

results:

The data i/as analyzed using Chi Square, with these '

Computed Chi Square:, 3.92

...,'

Chi Square.0 84
,

3. . i

Sincethek computedvalue of Chi Square exceeds the five per-
.
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cent value, the observed difference in achievement between

the spring semester students is judged to be significa:rt,

and the instructional strategy which provides 'students with

a choice between two learning strategies is judged to be
.

significantly more effective in this situation than is the
,

single self-paced strategy.

This chapteNfhas presentgd the data for the, study.

Chapter V present a discussion of the study, conclusions,
.

and recommendations.,

I

V

?A
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CHAPTER V

d

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS'

This: investigation was an attempt to determine the

effects which two specific aspects of individualiz nstruc-
. ,0

tion have on the achievement ,r students in a.course in

music fundamentals. The specific. aspects of inSividualized

instruction which were included in the study were self-pac-

int, and the provision of a Choice betweei two learning

strategies.
*

The course in Music Fundamentals, Music 3111, was

.taught by the investigator during the fall semester, 1974,

and during the spring semester, 1975. During the fall

semester the only instructional strategy used was self-.

pacing, using programed materials, with the investigator

serving ap resource perSon and tutor-on-call. During the

spring semester the students were presehted with,a choice

between the programed, self-paced instruction and a series -,q44

iw
of grbup presentations of the same contglt, presented by

the in estigator.

Criterion-referenced tests were administerpd.to all

students of both semesters, and the same standaYds of

achievement were applied to both. Re9ords of achievement
-,)

were ke t fel" both semesters.

The use of criterion-referenced testing, and the
4

resulting categorization of students led to the use of Chi

25
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uk
Square for the'analysisliof the data. I

A simle tabulation of the achieveNent records of ,e0

the two groups students,phowed an apparent superiority

in achievement tdr.t* spring semester, alternative%learn-

ing strategy group., .Apt,I5lication:of Chi Square to the data
iStwe

indicated that this achievement difference was significantS

-a>

at the .05 level.

'CONCLUSION

%.*

It is the conclusion of this study that, for courses

in music theory, courses which provide teach student with a

choice between self-pacedprogramed instruction and group

instruction will lead to higher levels of achievement

than will classes which are limited to self-paced, progrsamed.

RECOIVIMENDATIONS.

The findings of this study point to**one recommen-

dation for application in olassroom,situations, and to three

recommendatiodi for further research.

Recommendation for Classroom,Use

44'

SIt is recommended that any music fundaTentals course,

or any compar le.music theory course, at 'the community

college level rovide students,rwith'aiternative learning

strategies, with both ,self -paced and group lear:ning situ-
A

tions available The results of this study show signifi-

cantly greater achievement in the choice situation, in which

some students chose self-pacing, while others choSe the

re,
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group strategy.

Recommendatiohs for Research

)
The results of, this study indicate the need for

three specifiC kinds of research:
0 ' d

1. Restarch which replicates thib study in instruc-

, tiJon in music theory: As Gage has.cOmmented, methods studies

have rarely.survived*repiicationi; replication is needed to

determine 'whether significapt dicSerences will be found con-

0-

con -

sistently. ..* , ilk
.

1: Research whiorreRlic6.tes this study, but con-.

ducted n other academic areas. Such studies-mould be par-

tj.cularly appropriate in courses which, as does music fun-,

hacontent which h-requireS skills 'of mental

a
convergence.

3. Research Viich. *attempts to identify the propor-
.

'tionate contributiond which self' -pace, prpgramed instruc-

tion and group instruction make to the achieveffent,of stu-

dents in music fundamentals in a.completely `free 'choice'

situation. It is°likely that several students in the ldarn-

IngalternatiVes.grou of the current study chc3A to take

part in both the programed experiences and the group instruc-

tion experiences. It is possil?le that Lumsdaine's hypo-

1
See quotation from Gage, page 8 of this study.

2
See this study, pp.3,4.

r
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.

thesis about time spent in instruction as a factor in the

achievement of students'3 applies in this study. . Research

needs to;be conducted to \*dentify such relationship if it
.

exists.

/

1.

...

a

- o

/

/
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3See quotation from Lumsdaine, page 8 of this study.
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